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 13.	*      *      *      One would have supposed that
there were two very essential things in the future ;
one would be the efficient looking after the canals,
the watercourses, and so on, and the other would be
the strict and businesslike administration of the sale
of- the water ? — That is so — efficient and impartial
distribution of the water, and efficient maintenance
of the canals.
 14.	What  is   the   system,   which  is   followed   at
present ?    I am not talking about a future consti
tutional change when you have finished the period of
actual engineering construction.    Does the Irrigation
department keep one set of people to look after the
state of the works, and is the collection of water
rates in the hands of another set of people, or 'are
both halves of the future administration under the
same    authority ? — Sind    differs    from    Bombay-
Deccan in this way, that the Irrigation department
are merely the suppliers of the water ;  that is to say,
we have one staff responsible for the maintenance of
the canals and the distribution of the water on to the
fields, and complaints that come from the zamindars
come direct to us, or, if they think they have not had
redress they come through the Revenue department
and we look into those complaints and remedy water
defects or any .other points that arise.    After that
the actual collection of the revenue is done by the
Revenue department,   unlike  the  Bombay-Deccan.
When I say the collection, I mean the preparation of
assessment papers and the  final collection of the
money.    In the Bombay-Deccan the Irrigation staff
prepare the assessment papers and hand these over
in detail to the Revenue department, who make the
actual monetary collections.
 15.	Then what you have described as the Deccan
method would apply, I suppose, to the Lloyd Dam at
Bhatgar which we saw the other day ?— Yes, that
applies there.    I may mention that it is still under
consideration as to whether we will adopt a new
method for Sind based on the Deccan method   or
whether we will have a combination of  both' or
whether we will adhere to the present regime.    There
are points in favour of each method.
 16.	I would like you to develop in another sen
tence or two. if you would, the striking observation
you made when you said that when the construction
«: fimshed .the whole difference, I think you aSS
between   ruin   and   success - .—Between   success
and failure is better.    I said ruin and success
«mt r^T?^n^ °? the strict*ess and efficiency and uripartiahty of the subsequent adnumstration ?— That is so, and if I may mention it, it is a very difficult thong ma country like Sind, far more difficult than it is in the Bombay-Deccan. In the Bombav-Deccan we deal with rather small men ; the^ not Bd «» individual men! siderable
I8-" J°U mean the Sind *amindats ?— The Sind ^aamdars yes Of course, the majority- of the zamindars in Sind, contrary to the general idea are not the great landholders. There are a ™Sr number of small holders than th££ aJTbiJ hotter? but there are a sufficient number of reaUy Mg zanSr!:
 fallows then the zamindar has to pay the rates whether he irrigates or not, but if he fails to pay those rates then the land is forfeited to Government. Well, during the course of years, a large number of years, a certain amount of land has been fallow forfeited, that is, under the fallow rules, and that, according to the zamindars' claims, represents something like 470,000 acres ; but after looking into the matter, Government have decided that they will limit their commitments to 3J lakhs, that is 350,000 acres of land to be given out at concession rates. It was originally intended that this 350,000 acres, or most of it, should be given out to turn artisans on the land, artisans who had failed. There are many dying industries in Sind, and the idea was to put unemployed artisans on the land at concession rates. They are very poor. But with this big demand for fallow forfeit. Government realised that they .could not mortgage the whole of their resources in land, and they therefore decided that the total grant that Government would consider at concession rates would not exceed that involved by giving out 350,000 acres ; so that we have the fallow forfeit claims merged into the 350,000 acres.
 20.	Your point is, I gather, that so far as regards
that portion of the total area for fallow forfeiture
really the land is earmarked ? — Yes.
 21.	And with regard to the balance, is it hoped to be
able to dispose of it at what may be the proper and
full price ?— That is so.   We hope to sell it by auction
if it is practicable.
 22.	Without going into the finance in further detail
just tell me this.    According to the present scheme'
if by means of strict and efficient administration your
hopes come true, what 'is the period of years which
it is calculated will elapse before, you have paid off
your borrowing ?— In the twelfth  year after com
pletion we should be in the state of having overtaken
the   accumulated   interest  accruing   annually    and
starting to pay our true interest ;   that is to say   we
shall  be more  than keeping  pace  with  arrears  of
interest, and shall be starting to give a direct return
(over 6 per cent.) on our capital.
 23.	Then that means  to say if that calculation
works   out   in   practice  right,   beginning   with   the
twelfth year or thirteenth year you calculate that your
revenue from the work will be not only sufficient to
keep down the interest and sinking fund, but a'lso to
create an income ?— That is so. direct revenue  to
varovernment.
 24.	And how many years after that do you hope by
means of a sinking fund to have got rid of the whole
capital hability ?-All interest.    We do not propose
to reduce the capital in any way.	*^
 25.	You will have an asset to represent it ? _ Yes
Nominally we could have a reduction of capital     It
wpuld not be true commercial accounting, because of
our sale of lands ; if we get. the price thlt we shouS
g<? i    m^Ur lands' we should really wipe out the whole of the capital cost of the scheme
«W ^i? ^PP036 l* woul<* not be good accountancy to take the purchase price of the sale of lands whxch is certainly an. exceptional receipt, and treat rt as though it were one of the ordinary -
-cy;    ar
now * to credit us with interest
th«
27. We heard the same thing, I may sav unJf*' where, if I understand rightly they tea goceeds of sale of land as exceftiorfal reTeipS     &
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